In this paper, we present modeling results of the presumed dust belts of Mars. We combine recently obtained theoretical Ishimoto and Mukai (1994), , Krivov and results in dynamics of circumplanetary dust grains with up-to- , Sasaki (1994) , Juhá sz and Horá nyi (1995), date impact models and use a new numerical code to construct a Baumgä rtel et al. (1996) , Błȩ cka and Jurewicz (1996), Hamthree-dimensional, time-dependent, and size-dependent distri-ilton (1996), Ishimoto (1996) , Krivov and Krivova (1996) , bution of dust material. Our modeling is performed in two Krivov et al. (1996a,b), Sasaki (1996a,b), Orofino et al. consecutive stages. First, for each grain size, we construct a (1997), Ishimoto et al. (1997) , among others (see Hamilton relative spatial density distribution (i.e., a density distribution 1996 for a detailed summary of previous results). These normalized to an arbitrary factor), which depends almost enefforts have resulted in a vastly revised view of the martian tirely on dust dynamics. We arrive at an extended set of data dust rings; in particular, the orbital dynamics of dust tables which quantitatively describe the asymmetric and seasonaround Mars is now well understood. Our aim in this work dependent structure formed by different-sized grains. This step is to combine accurate orbital dynamics (Juhá sz and is done quite accurately using sophisticated dynamical models. Next, we model the dust production and loss rates in two Horá nyi 1995, Hamilton 1996, Ishimoto 1996, Krivov et al. conceivable formation scenarios to estimate absolute spatial 1996a,b, Hamilton and Krivov 1996) with good impact dust densities. These results are uncertain by one or two orders ejecta models (Frisch 1992, Koschny and Grü n 1996a,b) of magnitude because the hypervelocity impact process is poorly and a simulation technique (Krivov 1994) to estimate the characterized. We use the absolute spatial densities to estimate spatial dust density in the martian tori quantitatively. In the normal and edge-on optical depths of the Phobos and this paper, we synthesize these recent results and obtain
INTRODUCTION
be asymmetric and time variable (Hamilton 1996) and to Twenty-five years ago Steven Soter (1971) first suggested contain a distribution of particle sizes. Nevertheless, such that Mars should be surrounded by two tenuous dusty models are strongly needed in view of upcoming explorarings formed by the impact ejecta from the martian moons tion of the red planet by a fleet of American, European, Phobos and Deimos. Since that time the putative belts of Japanese, and Russian spacecraft (see, e.g., Galeev et al. Mars, which still escape direct detection, were theoretically 1996 a,b, Huntress et al. 1996 , Tsuruda et al. 1996 for an studied by many authors. In recent years, aspects of the outline of the international strategy of Mars exploration problem have been addressed by Dubinin et al. (1990) , and descriptions of individual missions). We hope that our Horá nyi et al. (1990) , Ip and Banaszkiewicz (1990) , Banasz-results will be used by spacecraft mission teams to design kiewicz and Ip (1991) , Horá nyi et al. (1991) , Krivov et onboard dust experiments and by mission planners to make quantitative risk assessments. al. (1991) , Andreev and Belkovich (1992) , Ishimoto and Like dust complexes in the vicinities of the jovian plan-the second possibility, which provides reasonably accurate results (see Krivov et al. 1996b for estimates of accuracy) ets, the theoretically predicted dust belts of Mars are expected to consist of several populations with quite distinct without prohibitively long computing times (direct integrations in coordinates are about two orders of magnitude features (Juhá sz et al. 1993 . The biggest ejecta fragments, larger than approximately 1 mm, are slower). We numerically integrate the orbit-averaged confined to narrow tori, whose dimensions are controlled equations of motion derived in Krivov et al. 1996b [Eqs. by initial ejection velocities (Soter 1971, Kholshevnikov (17)-(20) ]; these equations are written in Lagrangian eleet al. 1993 ). These macroscopic grains should be rapidly ments that are well defined for low eccentricities and inclireaccreted by the parent moon and hence are present with nations. As the independent variable, we use the solar very low number densities. The particles from tens to hun-longitude ᭪ , measured in the planet's orbital plane from dreds of micrometers in size can stay in orbits near Mars the vernal equinox point. The solar longitude is a linear for tens to tens of thousands of years and should form the function of time, if we neglect the eccentricity of the marmost perceptible component of martian dust environment tian orbit about the Sun (e M ϭ 0.093). This approximation (population I in the terminology of . These is reasonably good for Deimos ejecta, but the martian grains form extended tori around the orbits of Phobos and eccentricity causes appreciable changes to the orbits of Deimos. Particles with radii smaller than a critical value some Phobos particles (Hamilton 1996) . The assumption r cr (30 Ȑm for Phobos and 14 Ȑm for Deimos, see Krivov e M ϭ 0 is a shortcoming of our model. et al. 1996b) , but greater that about 1 Ȑm, swiftly hit Mars Using the equations described above implies some addias a result of radiation pressure and Mars' oblateness per-tional, but less restrictive, simplifications. We ignore all turbations. These small grains form population II. Still forces other than direct solar radiation pressure and Mars' smaller, submicrometer-sized grains are subject to fast un-oblateness perturbations and assume that the semimajor predictable orbital changes in the solar wind flows, and axis of a particle's orbit is equal to that of the parent form an extended, low-density, and highly variable ethereal satellite orbit, since neither radiation pressure nor planehalo around Mars (Horá nyi et al. 1990 (Horá nyi et al. , 1991 , called popu-tary oblateness produces secular changes in this element. lation III by . In this paper, we focus on We also assume that the particle's initial orbit is circular grains from 1 to 100 Ȑm in size, i.e., on populations I and II. (e 0 ϭ 0) and that it lies in the equatorial plane of Mars Our modeling is broken down into two steps. For dust (i 0 ϭ 0), thereby neglecting both (1) the small eccentricities grains of a given size, we first construct the relative (e.g. and inclinations of Phobos and Deimos and (2) the initial normalized to an arbitrary factor) spatial dust density dis-ejecta velocities from each moon. These are all excellent tribution in Section 2. The results provide a quantitative approximations for dust grains smaller than about 100 Ȑm description of the asymmetric, season-dependent, and size-in radius (Hamilton 1996 , Krivov et al. 1996b . dependent geometry of the martian dust belts. In the sec-2.2. From One Particle to Ensemble of Grains ond step, we calculate the absolute concentrations of particles (Section 3). Here, for each grain size, we estimate the Hamilton (1996) showed that the structure of the marejecta production rate from the satellite surfaces and the tian rings should vary periodically in time as Mars orbits efficiency of particle loss mechanisms. We obtain estimates the Sun. This causes the configuration of the martian dust of absolute number densities of dust, optical depths, and complex to be, in our notation, a 2ȏ periodic function of other parameters of the tori. These results are compared the solar longitude, ᭪ . To construct the time-dependent with those obtained by other authors.
relative density distribution in the martian tori, we proceed as follows. (Juhá sz and Horá nyi 1995 , Hamilton 1996 , Ishimoto 1996 ,b, Hamilton we adopt that the martian vernal equinox occurs at ᭪ ϭ 0. More precisely, we fix a (narrow) interval of width and have shown that the dynamics of Phobos and Deimos ejecta larger than about 1 Ȑm are governed ⌬ * ᭪ centered on * ᭪ , where ⌬ * ᭪ is the ''resolution'' of our model. primarily by the coupling of solar radiation pressure and Mars' oblateness perturbations. There are at least three 3. We launch N traj dust particles at different time instants distributed uniformly in one martian year. In the other approaches to studying the problem: (1) direct numerical integration of Newton's second law in rectangular coordi-words, we take a uniform grid of ejection moments t 0 between t ϭ 0 and t ϭ 1 martian year or, equivalently, choose nates; (2) numerical integration of orbit-averaged equations for orbital elements; (3) approximate analytical solu-a uniform set of initial solar longitudes ᭪ between ᭪ ϭ 0 and ᭪ ϭ 2ȏ. We take ᭪ (t ϭ 0) ϭ 0. tions of the orbit-averaged equations of motion. We choose 4. Each of N traj trajectories is integrated from t 0 to t 0 ϩ and Deimos dust with r g ϭ 17 Ȑm (Fig. 3 ) and 80 Ȑm (Fig.  4) . Each figure contains the views of the dust tori for four t interval with printout step t step . For population I, t interval is chosen long enough to cover possible long-term variations martian seasons-spring ( ᭪ ϭ 0Њ), summer ( ᭪ ϭ 90Њ), autumn ( ᭪ ϭ 180Њ), and winter ( ᭪ ϭ 270Њ)-in three of orbital elements. For example, since the inclinations of Deimos particles change with periods of tens of martian orthogonal projections (XY, XZ, and YZ in the equatorial inertial frame, with the X axis being directed toward the years (Krivov et al. 1996b) , we need to take t interval of order 100 martian years to allow the particles to develop maxi-vernal equinox point).
SPATIAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DUST
For population II, we made calculations for the following mum inclinations, otherwise the torus thickness will be underestimated. For population II, t interval can be chosen sizes: 1, 5, 15, and 25 Ȑm (Phobos) and 1, 5, 7, and 12 Ȑm (Deimos). Other modeling parameters were taken as to be much shorter, on the order of a martian year.
5. Orbital elements, which describe the shape of an in-follows: N traj ϭ 100, t interval ϭ 1 martian year, t step ϭ 0.0023 martian years, N points ϭ 10, ⌬ 
, with all angles in the range and distributes them over a grid of spatial bins, determined [0, 2ȏ] ). by the user, and then counts the numbers of grain occurrences in these bins. Figure 7 illustrates results for 32-Ȑm The total number of modeled grain positions N modeled is Phobos dust during the vernal equinox (cf. upper left panel estimated as in Fig. 1 ). The XY plane contains 20 ϫ 20 cells, and no division into Z-layers is necessary (because the Phobos torus is very thin). These digital tables, or torus slices, have We also present similar data in the form of a contour the case for the grains of population II), the typical lifetime plot that gives isolines of number density of dust (Fig. 8) . should be used instead of t interval in Eq. (1) . Figure 8 is drawn for similar conditions as Fig. 7 (32-Ȑm Phobos dust during the vernal equinox, one Z layer), but 2.3. Ensemble of Grains: Geometry of the Tori is based on a larger number of points (N modeled Ȃ 162,000) Studying the large grains of population I, we performed and on a more detailed spatial grid (50 ϫ 50 bins). Such modeling calculations for the following grain sizes: (32, 40, contour plots can easily be calculated for different-sized 50, 60, and 80 Ȑm (Phobos) and 17, 25, 40, 60, and 80 Ȑm ejecta from both satellites and for different martian (Deimos). In our calculations, we assume a material density seasons. of g ϭ 2.0 g cm Ϫ3 and a radiation pressure efficiency of Q pr ϭ 1.0. The minimum grain radii are taken to be just 2.5. Typical Features of the Martian Dust Tori above the critical values 30 Ȑm (Phobos) and 14 Ȑm Figures 1-4 (or their digital counterparts like Fig. 7 or (Deimos)-smaller grains rapidly collide with Mars at the contour plots like Fig. 8 ), together with similar pictures pericenters of their orbits. We have taken the following drawn for other grain sizes, allow one to see the prominent values of the modeling parameters explained above: N traj features of the tori (population I). We find, as have other ϭ 10, t interval ϭ 100 martian years, t step ϭ 0.023 martian previous studies (Hamilton 1996 , Ishimoto 1996 years, N points ϭ 3, ⌬ ᭪ * ϭ 20Њ, so that we expect N modeled al. 1996b), the following key features: ȁ 7200 from Eq. (1) . In reality, the actual number of numerically-determined points differed from N modeled by 1. Both Deimos and Phobos tori change from one martian season to another, but the dependence is more proup to a few percent.
In Figs. 1-4, we display ''snapshots'' of the tori, for nounced for the Deimos belt. The Deimos torus is displaced away from the Sun, whereas the Phobos torus is Phobos dust with r g ϭ 32 Ȑm (Fig. 1 ) and 80 Ȑm (Fig. 2) 
FIG. 1.
Snapshots of the Phobos torus formed by 32-Ȑm particles. The torus is shown in three projections (XY, XZ, and YZ from the left to the right) and for four martian seasons (from spring equinox at the top to winter solstice at the bottom). The coordinate system is centered on Mars, with the X axis directed toward the martian spring equinox and the Z axis pointing to the martian north pole. The unit of distance is Mars' radius. Fig. 1 , but for 80-Ȑm Phobos particles. 
FIG. 2. Same as in

FIG. 3. Same as in
FIG. 7.
Phobos torus formed by 30-to 35-Ȑm particles at the instant of martian vernal equinox, in ''digital'' form. The numbers give relative dust densities of the torus at locations near Mars. The table covers area of 10 ϫ 10 martian radii in the equatorial plane of Mars; the planet is at the center of the table. The size of each cell is 0.5 ϫ 0.5 ϫ 0.5 martian radii. The absolute number of grains contained in any cell can be obtained by Eq. (2). In this example, N ϭ 4 ϫ 10 14 (see Table II ) and N modeled ϭ 7194. So, the expected number of grains in any spatial bin is the number written in the table multiplied by N/N modeled Ȃ 6 ϫ 10 10 .
shifted toward the Sun. Smaller grains show larger dis-torus (''caustics'') observed in the left panels in Figs. 1 and 2. The same is clearly seen in Figs. 7 and 8 as well. The placements.
2. The Phobos dust belt is very thin and is more accu-effect can be explained by near-resonant effects of Phobos dust dynamics (Hamilton 1996) . We also observe that the rately called a ring than a torus. The sizes and shapes of the ''partial'' rings formed by different-sized Phobos ejecta distribution of dust in the Deimos torus is very non-uniform, especially in the vertical direction (middle and right exhibit a weak dependence on the grain radii. The Deimos torus, in contrast, is highly extended in the vertical direc-panels in Fig. 3 ). This feature has not been emphasized in previous works. tion. Smaller grains form thicker tori.
3. The Phobos ring is confined to the martian equatorial Similarly, Figs. 5 and 6 (or their digital counterparts, plane, but the plane of symmetry of the Deimos torus is not reproduced in this paper) show typical features of the tilted relative to the equator. This plane is always seen population II formed by smaller particles. We can draw the edge-on in the YZ projection (see right panels in Figs. 3 following conclusions on the structure of this component of and 4). The tilt angle varies from 3Њ for r g ϭ 80 Ȑm to the martian dust environment. 18Њ for r g ϭ 17Ȑm. Furthermore, the Deimos torus is not rotationally-symmetric (its thickness varies with lon-1. The azimuthal structures of the tori in Figs. 5 and 6 bear clear signs of the short lifetimes of small particles. gitude).
4. There are peculiar jumps in density within the Phobos Radiation pressure causes the solar angle (the angle be- ) of grains is the number assigned to an isoline multiplied by N/N modeled /V bin Ȃ 0.8, so that our relative numbers can be interpreted as absolute number densities (in km Ϫ3 ). Thus the maximum relative density (700-800) translates to an actual number density of Ȃ600 km Ϫ3 .
tween the directions toward the pericenter and the Sun)
ABSOLUTE DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DUST of the initially circular grain orbits to spin instantaneously
3.1. Steady-State Number of Torus' Particles to 90Њ. The solar angle then changes (it decreases for Deimos grains and increases for Phobos dust-see Hamil-
We now normalize the relative dust densities for a given ton 1996) as the eccentricity grows, until the critical eccen-grain size to absolute ones, i.e. to actual dust concentrations tricity is attained and the dust grain strikes Mars. These at different locations near Mars. For a given grain size, it effects can be seen in the left panels of Figs. 5 and 6: the is sufficient to calculate just one number for each of the dust distributions are not symmetric about the y axis, and dust distributions-an estimated total number N of grains the most distant material is located to the bottom right contained in the steady-state dust torus. Given this number, (left) of the y axis for Phobos (Deimos) as is expected one can immediately calculate the absolute number of parfrom the behavior of the solar angle. For the smallest ticles enclosed in a given spatial bin, N abs , as particles, which end their life very rapidly, the solar angle remains near its starting value of 90Њ (bottom panels in
Figs. 5 and 6).
2. The vertical structures of the small debris rings of Phobos and Deimos also show some curious features. De-where N rel is the relative number of points calculated by pending on the season, small particles launched from the binning program and N modeled is given by Eq. (1). For Phobos and Deimos can reach maximum inclinations from example, N rel could be a number written in a given cell in 1Њ to 8Њ and from 3Њ to 30Њ, respectively, before they collide Fig. 7 in which case N modeled would be the sum of all the with Mars (Hamilton 1996). During most seasons, small numbers is Fig. 7 . The mean number density of dust partigrains (r g Ͻ 30 Ȑm) from Phobos will extend further verti-cles in the bin with the volume V bin will be simply cally than larger grains. Conversely, small grains (r g Ͻ 14 Ȑm) from Deimos nearly always form a flatter distribution n abs ϭ N abs V bin .
(3) than the larger grains.
All of the physics, namely, a quantitative assessment of sources and sinks of dust and the particle loss processes, N
is contained in the calculation of N, which plays the role of a scaling factor in our model. We now describe how N is calculated in two different scenarios.
where S is the cross section of the satellite. Equations (4)- (6) Soter (1971) . We call this formation scheme teristic yield (e.g., Canup et al. 1993) , defined as the ratio the interplanetary impactor (II) scenario. With interplaneof the ejected mass to the projectile mass. For a regolith tary impacts, a steady state is reached between the productarget and impacts at speeds Ȃ15km sec Ϫ1 , we have Y Ȃ tion of ejecta from the satellite surfaces and the destruction 1 ϫ 10 3 to 5 ϫ 10 4 . These estimates come from cratering of grains via accretion by the parent moons and Mars itself.
impact experiments in the appropriate range of speeds, We consider successively the dust production rates, the masses, and material strengths (see, e.g., Lange and Ahrens efficiency of dust loss mechanisms, and the dynamical bal-1987 , Durisen et al. 1992 , Frisch 1992 , Kato et al. 1995 , ance between the two.
Koschny and Grü n 1996a,b). We adopt the average: a. Dust production: Ejecta fluxes from Phobos and Deimos. To model the ejecta yield in different size inter-Y ϭ 1 ϫ 10 4 .
(7) vals, we use the technique suggested by . The idea is to derive the ejecta size distribution from (1) an The second parameter of the impact model, Ͱ, is defined impactor size distribution and (2) a size distribution of the as the slope of cumulative mass distribution of the ejecta ejecta produced by a single impactor with a given radius. from a single meteoroid impact. The third parameter, ͱ, The former is provided by micrometeoroidal flux models is the mass of the largest ejected fragment in projectile (e.g., Grü n et al. 1985 , Divine 1993 . For the latter, we mass units. Following the paper on impact experiments postulate a simple power-law representation determined cited above (e.g. Koschny and Grü n 1996b), we consider from the laboratory impact experiments. Provided that the Ͱ ϭ 0.5 to 0.9 and ͱ ϭ 0.1 to 10 as extreme cases. parameters and the cross section of a satellite are known, Thus the parameters Ͱ, ͱ, and Y in our impact model one can estimate N ϩ , the cumulative number of grains are determined, and the distribution functions in Eqs. (4)-ejected from the satellite surface per unit time, using the (6) may be evaluated. The calculated ejecta fluxes N ϩ for set of equations from . For the reader's con-both moons and for various size intervals must then be venience, we reproduce these formulae here explicitly.
multiplied by a factor esc , the fraction of ejected particles Denote by m and M the masses of projectiles and ejecta, that actually escapes the gravitational field of Phobos/ respectively, and introduce the following distribution func-Deimos. This factor can be obtained from the ejecta veloctions: be esc ϭ ⌿(Ͼ7.0 m sec Ϫ1 ) ȁ0.7 to 1.0 , where 7.0 m According to , we have sec Ϫ1 is the average escape velocity from Phobos' surface (Banaszkiewicz and Ip 1991) . For Deimos, u esc Ȃ 5.5 m sec Ϫ1 (Banaszkiewicz and Ip 1991) , so that esc ϭ ⌿(Ͼ5.5 m sec Ϫ1 ) ȁ 0.9 to 1.0 . In reality the situation is more
complex, especially for Phobos where the escape velocity varies from 3.5 to 15.5 m sec Ϫ1 over the satellite's surface (Davis et al. 1981 ). Nevertheless, a sizable fraction of the
debris should escape so, in the interest of simplicity, we adopt Table I . For further calculations, we adopt the mean values count the dynamics of precessing Keplerian orbits: of N ϩ obtained by averaging over the columns of Table I . We stress again that large uncertainties are inevitably present in the above estimates of the impact parameters.
These uncertainties arise from (1) an oversimplified model of the impact process and (2) poor knowledge of the surface properties of the martian satellites. A recent, more where i is mean inclination of particle's orbit, i moon is the thorough analysis of spectrophotometric measurements mean inclination of the moon's orbit (both being measured made by the Phobos 2 spacecraft strongly suggests that from Mars' equatorial plane), R and a are the satellite the Phobos surface is substantially inhomogeneous and radius and semimajor axis of its orbit, u is the average grain consists of ''redder'' and ''bluer'' units, neither of which velocity relative to the moon, u r is the radial component of shows direct spectral analogs with any known meteoritic, u; T ϭ 2ȏ a/v is the orbital period of the particles, and v asteroidal, or laboratory powder materials (Ksanfomality is the orbital velocity of the moon. The ratio u/u r weakly and Moroz 1995, Murchie and Erard 1996) . Future missions depends on the eccentricity and, to 20% accuracy, equals to observe Phobos and Deimos should give us a better unity; so it can be discarded safely. We also do not make understanding of the surface properties of these small satel-any distinction between the semimajor axes of the grain lites. orbits and that of the satellite. To use Eq. (9), we need to know the mean inclinations b. Dust loss: Lifetimes due to collisions with moons and Mars. We start with a discussion of large particles with i of different-sized ejecta from both martian moons. We assume that, for Deimos, the inclination changes sinusoiradii of tens to hundreds of microns (population I). The dust material of this population is removed primarily via dally with time, which has been shown to be the case both numerically and analytically by Hamilton (1996) . For reimpact with the source moon, which acts as a collisional Phobos, the inclination changes in a more complicated pared with those of Juhá sz et al. (1993) , who gave similar estimates (their Table I ) for the Phobos torus. We predict manner, but always remains small. We adopt the sinusoidal model for both satellites and calculate the mean inclina-similar lifetimes and torus volumes, but expect somewhat higher dust production rates and therefore larger number tion: i ϭ 2/ȏ ϫ i max , where i max is the size-dependent amplitude of inclination oscillations. The numerical values of densities in the belts. A more serious difference concerns grains with 7 Ȑm Շ r g Շ 30 Ȑm, for which we predict much i max are given by Krivov et al. (1996b) .
To check Eq. (9), we also used the ''particle-in-a-box'' lower number densities than Juhá sz et al. (1993) do. We trace this discrepancy to the lack of planetary oblateness approximation (Greenberg et al. 1991) . In this approach, the reimpact time is given by in their dynamical model. A crude estimate of the normal optical depth, Ќ , can be obtained in the following way. Let Ќ be the optical
depth of the torus when seen from the direction perpendicular to the torus' plane of symmetry. Since the optical depth of a ring, , is defined to be the cumulative crosswhere sectional area of all ring particles found within a unit area (note that may be greater than one if ring particles are V ϭ 8ȏ a 3 e sin i (11) plentiful), we simply divide the area of all particles in the ring Nȏ r 2 g by the area of the ring's azimuthal projection is the volume of the torus occupied by the family of Kepler2ȏa ϫ 2ae to obtain ian orbits with a constant semimajor axis a, eccentricity e, inclination i, and with rotating apses and nodes (Kholshevnikov et al. 1993) . The random velocity u is calculated as Ќ ϭ 1 4
Similarly, an estimate of the edge-on optical depth of the torus is where n is satellite's mean motion. Again, the mean eccentricities and inclinations developed by the particles are ʈ ϭ 1 4
calculated as e ϭ 2/ȏ ϫ e max and i ϭ 2/ȏ ϫ i max , with e max and i max taken from Krivov et al. (1996b) .
We adopted the following numerical parameters: for where i is measured in radians. For each size range in Phobos, R ϭ 12 km, a ϭ 9400 km, i moon ϭ 1Њ, v ϭ 2.1 km Table II , we calculate the contribution that grains of that sec
Ϫ1
; for Deimos, R ϭ 7 km, a ϭ 23500 km, i moon ϭ 1Њ, size make toward the ring's total optical depths Ќ and ʈ . v ϭ 1.35 km sec
. The calculated collisional lifetimes and The total optical depths, which are dominated by populaother related quantities are listed in Table II . The results tion I, are also calculated (see Table II ). The normal optical obtained from Eqs. (10)- (12) differ from those calculated depth of the Phobos torus is found to be 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 , but the from Eq. (9) by less than a factor of 2. For smaller particles line-of-sight optical depth may be two orders of magnitude (population II), the major loss mechanism is collisions with greater, 1 ϫ 10
Ϫ6
, which favors edge-on observations. The the central planet. We calculate corresponding lifetimes normal and edge-on optical depths of the Deimos torus directly when numerically integrating the equations of mo-are less different and amount to 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 and 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , tion as described in Section 2. Averaging the values for respectively. All these estimates should not be overintermany trajectories of like-sized particles, we obtained the preted. Recall again that large uncertainties in the input results given in Table II. parameters, most notably in the characteristic yield Y [see c. Steady-state: Number of particles and optical depth. Eq. (7) and the preceding discussion], directly translate to The steady-state number of particles in a given size interval uncertainties in calculated optical depths. For example, contained in the torus is considering edge-on optical depths of the Phobos ring and Deimos torus, we should more realistically replace the
above estimates ʈ ϭ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 (Phobos) and ʈ ϭ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 (Deimos) with inequalities 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 Շ ʈ Շ 5 ϫ 10
(Phobos) and 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 Շ ʈ Շ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 (Deimos). Our where N ϩ is the rate of production of these particles and T Ϫ is their collisional lifetime. Our results for dust production estimates can be compared with optical depths of other dusty rings in the Solar System (e.g. Colwell 1996) . The rates, grain lifetimes, and number densities of Phobos and Deimos ring particles, all of which depend on particle sizes, Deimos dust belt may be roughly as dense optically as the jovian dust halo ( Ќ ȁ 10
) or its gossamer ring ( Ќ ȁ are presented in Table II . These results should be com- 
Ϫ7
). It is most likely less dense than Uranus' broad dust Equating the rates of dust production (through collisions of the torus particles with the moon) and dust loss (via bands ( Ќ ȁ 10 Ϫ5 ). The dust ring created by interplanetary impacts onto Phobos is probably much fainter than all mutual grain-grain collisions) leads to an estimate of the total number of particles contained in the torus, these structures, except for the case of edge-on observations. Our estimates do not contradict the observational upper limit set by Viking's unsuccessful attempt to detect
the dust belts of Mars: Ќ Շ 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 (Duxbury and Ocampo 1988) .
where N 0 is the number of like-sized grains produced in one reimpact of a torus particle with the parent moon 3.3. Self-Sustained Scenario (Sasaki 1994) . Substituting (16) into (14) and (15) yields Hamilton's (1996) formula for the normal optical depth of In this subsection, we discuss an alternative mechanism a self-sustained torus, which could form and sustain population I of the martian dust cloud. In a study of Saturn's E ring, Hamilton and Burns (1994) first suggested that reimpacts of ring particles
with a moon could act as a net source of ring material rather than a sink. Such a ring can sustain itself without and a formula for the edge-on optical depth, the need for an external population of impactors. In the self-sustained (SS) scenario, the equilibrium density of dust is limited by the mutual collisions between the torus grains,
rather than by the sweep up of material by the parent moon. Sasaki (1994) pointed out that this mechanism may work in the presumed dust belts of Mars. Later, the idea
The key parameter of the SS scenario, N 0 , is similar to the characteristic yield Y of an impact that we discussed of self-sustained martian tori was discussed by Hamilton (1996), Ishimoto (1996) , and Sasaki (1996a,b) .
for the impacts of interplanetary projectiles in Section 3.2. In an attempt to constrain a possible value of N 0 , Sasaki Krivov and Krivova (1996) 2.0 1.0 (1996a,b) estimated the erosion rate of the surfaces of the Hamilton (1996) 2.38 1.0 martian satellites. For Phobos and with N 0 ϭ 2, ring parti- Ishimoto (1996) 2.4 Size-dep.
c Sasaki (1994 Sasaki ( , 1996a These results are to be compared with expected optical depths in the II scenario: Ќ ϭ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 and ʈ ϭ 1 ϫ 10
Ϫ6
for Phobos and Ќ ϭ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 and ʈ ϭ 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 for Deimos. of the papers consider the large population I particles; while population II is modeled only in Juhá sz et al. (1993) We see that SS mechanism is capable of increasing the dust population in the Phobos torus, even for moderate and in this study. The submicrometer-sized population III grains, which are strongly perturbed by both radiation presvalues of the efficiency N 0 . Because of its large volume, however, the Deimos torus is hardly affected by secondary sure and electromagnetic forces, are modeled only by Juhá sz et al. (1993) , whose results are based on the earlier impacts. Only with an unrealistically large N 0 տ 100 will the self-sustaining mechanism dominate the interplanetary modeling of Horá nyi et al. (1990, 1991) .
Prior to a quantitative comparison, we adjust for the impact process in maintaining the dust torus of Deimos.
Unfortunately, the actual value of N 0 is unknown and fact that different authors work with different values of regolith material density g and assume different radiation it may happen that N 0 Յ 1; this would mean that the martian tori are not self-sustained. Our present under-pressure efficiencies Q pr when calculating the radiation pressure force (Table III) . Hence the particle sizes and standing of satellite regoliths and the impact ejecta process is insufficient to decide whether interplanetary impacts or size-related quantities quoted by various authors cannot be directly compared. We use the fact that particles with ring particle impacts are the most important source of debris in the martian dust belts. a given value of Q pr /( g r g ) are equivalent dynamically (since the relative strength of radiation pressure depends only on this ratio; see, e.g. Burns et al. 1979) to convert
Comparison with Other Studies
all results to a common g ϭ 2.0 g cm Ϫ3 and Q pr ϭ 1.00. For instance, the critical radius of r g ϭ 13 Ȑm for the Our numerical results for number densities and optical depths have been compared with results from 10 recent Deimos particles obtained by Juhá sz and Horá nyi (1995) with g ϭ 3.0 g cm Ϫ3 and Q pr ϭ 0.66 translates to r g ϭ 30 studies: Juhá sz et al. (1993) , , Ishimoto and Mukai (1994) , Juhá sz and Horá nyi (1995), Krivov and Kri-Ȑm of Krivov et al. (1996b) , who used g ϭ 2.0 g cm Ϫ3 and Q pr ϭ 1.00. Our choices for Q pr and g are by no means vova (1996 ( ), Hamilton (1996 , Ishimoto (1996) , Sasaki (1994 Sasaki ( , 1996a . Note that since the first three papers in superior to the choices of other authors; they are simply reasonable guesses considering the uncertainties in the this list were based on simple dynamical models that did not take into account the effects of Mars' oblateness on properties of the martian satellites.
A compendium of estimated dust belt parameters obparticle orbits, the results presented there are less reliable. Nevertheless, we included these papers in our comparative tained here and in the papers cited above is given in Table  IV . The list of parameters includes the dust production analysis for completeness. Of the 10 papers, Ishimoto and Mukai (1994) discuss only the Phobos torus while Juhá sz rate in the II scenario and the total number of particles and number density for both II and SS mechanisms. The and Horá nyi (1995) deal with the Deimos belt only. All a r Ј g , particle size intervals given in the original papers; r g , corresponding size intervals scaled to g ϭ 2.0 g cm Ϫ3 and Q pr ϭ 1.00; N ϩ , dust production rate from the satellite surface (sec Ϫ1 ) (for II scenario) and N 0 , characteristic yield for secondary impacts (for SS scenario); N, total number of grains contained in a steady-state dust torus; n, spatial number density of the particles (km Ϫ3 ); , estimate of torus' optical depth. The parameters N, n, and are given for both scenarios.
b Calculated from number density and torus' volume. i See footnote h. The formulas derived by the author express as a function of mean orbital inclination of the particles. We substituted our value i ϭ 0.7Њ for 35 to 45-Ȑm Phobos grains (see Table II ).
j See footnote h. We used i ϭ 11Њ for 30-to 50-Ȑm Deimos grains (see Table II ).
dust grain size intervals are given in two variants: (1) the differ by only one or two orders of magnitude, predicting mean number densities of population I between 5 ϫ 10 3 original sizes used by the authors based on their particular choices for g and Q pr , and (2) the adjusted sizes that and 3 ϫ 10 5 km Ϫ3 for the Phobos ring and between 5 ϫ 10 3 and 1 ϫ 10 6 km Ϫ3 for the Deimos torus. Most of these correspond to our standard values g ϭ 2.0 g cm Ϫ3 and Q pr ϭ 1.00. The estimates of the overall optical depths of the differences are due to uncertainties in the dust production mechanisms, as parameterized by the dust production rate belts in both scenarios are also listed in Table IV . Further explanations of the data are given directly in Table IV . N ϩ in the II scenario and the efficiency of impacts N 0 in the SS scenario. This, in particular, is the explanation of the With a few exceptions, results from different authors
